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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Duty cycling is a widely used mechanism in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to reduce energy consumption due to idle listening,
but this mechanism also introduces additional latency in packet delivery. Several schemes have been proposed to mitigate this latency,
but they are mainly optimized for light traffic loads. A WSN, however, could often experience bursty and high traffic loads, such as
due to broadcast or convergecast traffic. In this paper, we present
a new MAC protocol, called Demand Wakeup MAC (DW-MAC),
that introduces a new low-overhead scheduling algorithm that allows nodes to wake up on demand during the Sleep period of an
operational cycle and ensures that data transmissions do not collide at their intended receivers. This demand wakeup adaptively
increases effective channel capacity during an operational cycle as
traffic load increases, allowing DW-MAC to achieve low delivery
latency under a wide range of traffic loads including both unicast
and broadcast traffic. We compare DW-MAC with S-MAC (with
and without adaptive listening) and with RMAC using ns-2 and
show that DW-MAC outperforms these protocols, with increasing
benefits as traffic load increases. For example, under high unicast
traffic load, DW-MAC reduces delivery latency by 70% compared
to S-MAC and RMAC, and uses only 50% of the energy consumed
with S-MAC with adaptive listening. Under broadcast traffic, DWMAC reduces latency by more than 50% on average while maintaining higher energy efficiency.

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have a significant potential in
applications interacting with the physical world, such as surveillance and environmental monitoring. In many of these applications, the use of battery-powered sensor nodes greatly eases the deployment of the network, but the limited capacity of these batteries
substantially limits the network lifetime.
One of the largest sources of energy consumption in wireless
nodes is the use of idle listening, and many solutions to reducing
this problem in WSNs have been proposed based on the use of duty
cycling [20, 27]. In duty cycling, sensor nodes periodically alternate between being active and sleeping. When active, a node is
able to transmit or receive data, whereas when sleeping, the node
completely turns off its radio to save energy; duty cycles of 1–10%
(percentage of time in the active state) are typical in order to maximize energy savings. In order to transmit a packet from one node
to another, the radios of both nodes must be on, motivating the
use of synchronization between the operational cycles of different
nodes. Examples of protocols using synchronized approaches include S-MAC [26, 27], T-MAC [4], and RMAC [5].
For example, in S-MAC [27] time at each sensor is divided into
repeated operational cycles, each further divided into three periods: Sync, Data, and Sleep. Nodes in S-MAC wake up at the start
of the Sync period to synchronize clocks with each other. During
the Data period, all nodes remain active. If a node has a packet
to send to a neighbor node, they exchange Request-to-Send (RTS)
and Clear-to-Send (CTS) frames during the Data period, followed
by the transmission of the data packet and the return of an Acknowledgement (ACK) frame. Nodes not involved in communication initiated during the Data period return to the sleep state at the
start of the Sleep period; other nodes return to the sleep state only
after completion of the ACK frame.
Although such approaches save energy, they can add significant
latency in packet delivery, since transmission of a packet from one
node to a neighbor node must wait until the next time the nodes are
active, if the nodes are currently sleeping. Furthermore, forwarding
a packet over multiple wireless hops, as is common in WSNs, often
requires multiple operational cycles to complete.
Several approaches have be proposed to mitigate the additional
latency introduced by duty cycling [4, 5, 26], but they are mainly
optimized for light traffic loads. A WSN, however, could often experience bursty and high traffic loads. For example, either broadcast [18] or convergecast [29] traffic could suddenly increase channel contention in a local neighborhood. In WSNs, broadcast is
widely used for various network-wide queries and updates [24],
and convergecast is often observed when multiple sensors that have
detected the same event send their reports to the sink node or to a
node that does data aggregation [7].
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As existing approaches are mainly optimized for light traffic
loads, we found that they become less efficient in latency, power
efficiency, and packet delivery ratio (fraction of data packets successfully delivered) as traffic load increases. As traffic in a WSN
can be quite dynamic, depending on the events being sensed and the
sensing application and protocols being used, an ideal WSN MAC
protocol should perform well under a wide range of traffic loads,
including high loads and bursty traffic.
In this paper, we present a new MAC protocol, called Demand
Wakeup MAC (DW-MAC), that introduces a new low-overhead
scheduling algorithm that allows nodes to wake up on demand during the Sleep period of an operational cycle in order to transmit or
receive a packet. This demand wakeup adaptively increases effective channel capacity during an operational cycle as traffic load increases, allowing DW-MAC to achieve low delivery latency under
a wide range of traffic loads including both unicast and broadcast
traffic.
DW-MAC differs from prior work in reducing the additional latency introduced by duty cycling. In DW-MAC, medium access
control and scheduling are integrated, in that during a Data period
of an operational cycle, the interval of time during which the transmission of an access control frame occupies the medium automatically reserves the proportional interval of time in the following
Sleep period for transmitting and receiving a data packet. This integration minimizes scheduling overhead and collisions. Further,
by avoiding transmission of data packets in a Data period, DWMAC maximizes the number of access control frames that can be
exchanged in a Data period, thus increasing the number of data
packets that can be exchanged in a complete operational cycle. The
contributions of this work are as follows:
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Figure 1: S-MAC with adaptive listening.
for a short time when the overheard communication finishes; if this
node is the next-hop node along a multi-hop path, its neighbor can
forward the packet immediately to this node rather than waiting for
the Data period in the next operational cycle to initiate the forwarding. Figure 1 shows an example of the operation of S-MAC with
adaptive listening. Node A here sends a data packet to node B, with
a next-hop node of C. When node C overhears the CTS from B, it
goes to sleep but wakes up again when the ACK from B should
have been completed, based on the information in the overheard
CTS. Node B can immediately forward the data packet to C at this
time.
S-MAC with adaptive listening can deliver a packet up to 2 hops
per operational cycle but generally cannot go beyond that within the
cycle since the next hop after C (such as some node D) is unlikely
to have been awake to overhear the communication from B to C;
node C will transmit an RTS to D but will go back to sleep itself
when it fails to receive a CTS in reply from D. The use of adaptive listening can also cause a significant increase in energy consumption, since many neighboring nodes may overhear the RTS
or CTS and wake up, whereas only one of them is the next-hop
node. Moreover, since a node does not wake up until an overheard
communication ends, this node then may not have complete knowledge of the busy state of the wireless medium. For example, the
node might have missed hearing an RTS or CTS of another data
transmission in the neighborhood; if the node in this case starts
transmitting any packet, the packet may cause collisions at other
nodes.
Similarly, T-MAC [4] can reduce latency by adaptively changing
the ending time of a Data period. Although T-MAC is primarily
designed to shorten the Data period when no traffic is around the
node, so that nodes can preserve more energy, T-MAC can also
extend the Data period to allow multihop forwarding during a single Data period. However, as with S-MAC with adaptive listening,
T-MAC can generally deliver a packet over only at most 2 hops
within an operational cycle, since nodes further downstream will
be unlikely to overhear the upstream communication 2-hops away
and thus will not remain awake to receive a forwarded packet; TMAC may also increase energy consumption, as many nodes other
than an intended next-hop node will remain awake.
Several other approaches to reducing latency have been proposed, that make specific assumptions on the communication pattern among nodes or on the other protocols used in the WSN. For
example, DMAC [15] reduces latency only for data gathering communication in which multiple nodes try to send data to a sink node
through a unidirectional tree of paths. Likewise, the streamlined
wakeup optimization proposed by Cao et al. [2] address only the
case in which each sensor node sends data to a sink node (although
there may be more than one sink node for the network). For a network of tree topology or ring topology, Lu et al. [16] discuss how to
minimize end-to-end latency. The work of Keshavarzian et al. [11]
analyzes latency for specific communication and wakeup patterns
for communication with the sink node and proposed the multi-

• We introduced a new low overhead scheduling algorithm that
ensures that data transmissions do not collide at their intended receivers.
• We present the design of DW-MAC that wakes up nodes on
demand in order to efficiently handle a wide range of traffic
load including both unicast and broadcast traffic.
• DW-MAC wakes up a node in a Sleep period only when the
node needs to transmit or receive a packet, in order to minimize energy consumption.
• DW-MAC achieves lower latency, higher power efficiency,
and higher packet delivery ratio compared to existing schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss related work in approaches to reducing latency in synchronized duty cycle MAC protocols for WSNs. Section 3 presents
the detailed design of DW-MAC, including support for both unicast and broadcast traffic and for optimized multihop forwarding.
Section 4 presents results from our simulation-based evaluation of
DW-MAC, including a comparison with S-MAC (with and without
adaptive listening) and with RMAC, and finally, in Section 5, we
present conclusions.

2.

A

RELATED WORK

A number of previous approaches to reduce latency in synchronized
duty cycle MAC protocols for WSNs have been proposed, although
none provides the generality or performance of our DW-MAC approach. We discuss these previous approaches here.
S-MAC [27] was one of the original synchronized duty cycle
MAC protocols for WSNs, and the developers of S-MAC later introduced a modification known as adaptive listening [26] to improve its end-to-end delivery latency over multiple hops. With
adaptive listening, if a node overhears another node’s communication (e.g., the RTS or CTS) during the Data period, it wakes up
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parent technique to improve performance under the assumption that
nodes at higher levels in the communication tree have more than a
single neighbor and thus can have more than a single parent. In
contrast to each of these protocols, DW-MAC supports arbitrary
communication between any nodes, whether to a sink node or to
the other peer nodes such as to facilitate in-network processing of
sensor data. The fast path algorithm proposed by Li et al. [14] also
supports arbitrary communication patterns but assumes that such
“fast paths” are long-lived and are set up through the routing protocol; DW-MAC makes no such assumptions and supports arbitrary
communication between nodes at any time without relying on other
protocols for assistance.
RMAC [5] represents a different approach to reducing latency
in multihop forwarding; an example of the operation of RMAC is
illustrated in Figure 2. In RMAC, a control frame, called a Pioneer
frame (PION), is forwarded over multiple hops (e.g., A → B → C)
during a Data period in order to inform nodes B and C when to
wake up during the Sleep period to receive or transmit the corresponding data packet. The number of hops over which RMAC can
forward a data packet during an operational cycle is limited by the
duration of the Data period but may be set to any value depending on the parameters used. However, as a source node always
starts transmitting a data packet at the beginning of a Sleep period
(e.g., node A in Figure 2), two hidden sources that have succeeded
in scheduling through PIONs in a Data period always cause collisions at the beginning of the next Sleep period. In addition, a node
waken up due to a previous PION will wake up unnecessarily if
the expected data packet cannot arrive due to collisions at previous
hops.
The scheduling mechanism in DW-MAC ensures that data transmissions do not collide at their intended receivers, and many other
techniques for collision-free transmission in WSNs have been studied by others (e.g., [12, 22]). However, in contrast to these techniques, DW-MAC is a contention-based protocol that integrates
medium access control and scheduling seamlessly. Furthermore,
DW-MAC supports not only unicast communication but also broadcast communication. Many other techniques for efficient broadcast
communication in wireless sensor networks and in wireless ad hoc
networks have been studied (e.g., [7,19,19,21,24,25]). However, in
contrast to these techniques, a node in DW-MAC wakes up on demand during a Sleep period; scheduling frames during the Data period explicitly coordinate nodes when to wake up during the Sleep
period to transmit or receive a packet.

sensor nodes during the Sync period with required precision. The
basic concept of DW-MAC is to wake up nodes on demand during
the Sleep period of a cycle in order to transmit or receive a packet.
This demand wakeup adaptively increases effective channel capacity during a cycle as traffic load increases, allowing DW-MAC to
achieve low delivery latency under a wide range of traffic loads
including both unicast and broadcast traffic.
DW-MAC is unique in the way it schedules nodes to wake up
during the Sleep period of a cycle. In DW-MAC, medium access control and scheduling are fully integrated. In a Data period, a node with pending data contends for channel access using
a CSMA/CA protocol as in IEEE 802.11. DW-MAC, however, replaces RTS/CTS with a special frame called a scheduling frame
(SCH). The interval of time during which the transmission of a
SCH occupies the wireless medium automatically and uniquely reserves the proportional interval of time in the following Sleep period for transmitting and receiving the pending data packet. Essentially, DW-MAC sets up a one-to-one mapping between a Data
period and the following Sleep period. An SCH carries no timing information, and the transmission of an SCH simply replaces
that of RTS/CTS for medium access control. In this way, DWMAC minimizes scheduling overhead. As in an RTS, an SCH
contains the destination address, so this SCH wakes up only the
intended receiver, minimizing energy consumption due to unnecessary wake-ups. Furthermore, this integration ensures that data
transmissions do not collide at their intended receivers as discussed
below.
Figure 3 shows an overview of scheduling in DW-MAC based
on this one-to-one mapping between a Data period and the following Sleep period. In this example, node A wants to transmit a data
packet to node B. Node A first contends for channel access and
transmits an SCH during the Data period. Suppose transmission
of the SCH starts T1 time units after the beginning of the Data period. Based on T1 and the duration of the SCH transmission, T3 ,
nodes A and B will both schedule their wakeup time to T2 from
the beginning of the following Sleep period, and will agree on a
maximum wakeup duration of T4 , based on the ratio between TData
and TSleep , as shown in the figure. If the packet to be transmitted is a unicast packet, node B will return a confirmation SCH
frame (not in the figure) SIFS delay after receiving the request
SCH from A; if the packet is a broadcast packet, node B takes no
further action. When nodes A and B both wake up at the agreed
time, node A transmits the actual data packet, which can be either
broadcast or unicast. In case of unicast packet, node B acknowledges the successful receipt of the packet with an ACK. Although
we show the scheduling for only one pair of nodes in this example, DW-MAC allows multiple contending nodes to exchange SCH
frames with their intended receivers during a Data period, so that
multiple data transmissions can happen in the following Sleep period.

3. DW-MAC DESIGN
3.1. Overview
DW-MAC is a synchronized duty cycle MAC protocol, where each
cycle is divided into three periods: Sync, Data, and Sleep (Figure 3). We denote the duration of each period by TSync , TData , and
TSleep , respectively. Similar to prior work, DW-MAC assumes that
a separate protocol (e.g., [6, 9]) is used to synchronize the clocks in
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3.2. Mapping Function for Scheduling
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As previously explained, DW-MAC exploits a contention based
Data period in order to schedule actual data transmissions during
the subsequent Sleep period. To avoid collisions during the Sleep
period, a sender must coordinate with its intended receiver to find
a period of time in the Sleep period during which the neighboring
nodes of both are idle. The challenges in designing such a protocol
are twofold:
• minimize message exchanges between a sender, the intended
receiver, and their respective neighbors for schedule negotiation; and
• minimize the size of a scheduling frame, e.g., avoid carrying
timing information in a scheduling frame.
DW-MAC meets these challenges by employing a one-to-one
proportional mapping function between time during a Data period
and time during the subsequent Sleep period. With this mapping
function, DW-MAC schedules data transmissions without exchanging any timing information. In order to further understand the Data
to Sleep period mapping, we denote by TiD the time difference between a specific time instance ti in a Data period and the beginning
of that Data period. We further denote by TiS the time difference between the start of the subsequent Sleep period and the corresponding mapped time instance during the Sleep period. Accordingly
DW-MAC defines the following mapping function:
TSleep
TiS = TiD ·
(1)
TData
By mapping each time instant in a Data period into the subsequent Sleep period, the mapping function scales the time based
on the ratio between TSleep and TData , and hence a time interval
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Figure 4: Broadcast in DW-MAC.

3.3. Scheduling Frame (SCH)
In addition to the fields included in an RTS/CTS, such as sender
and receiver addresses, and duration of the transmission, an SCH
also includes some cross-layer information. For a broadcast packet,
an SCH includes the network layer address of its source and its sequence number. This information helps a node to decides whether
the incoming broadcast packet has been received before or not, in
order to avoid waking up to receive copies of the same packet multiple times. For a unicast packet, an SCH includes the network
layer address of its final destination. This cross-layer information
enables a node to set up a schedule to the next hop neighbor before
even receiving the actual data packet, as discussed in Section 3.5.
An SCH serves either as a scheduling request or a scheduling
confirmation. For a multihop forwarding, an intermediate node
sends a single SCH serving both purposes: first, this SCH confirms
the received SCH from the upstream node, and second, it schedules
the forwarding of the eventual data packet to the next downstream
node. In order to allow a single SCH to serve either or both of these
two uses, an SCH includes two bits in the header to indicate which
role(s) it is playing. As an access control frame in S-MAC is 10
bytes [26] and the address of a node usually takes two bytes [13],
14 bytes is the size for an SCH to hold the additional cross-layer
information in our simulation.

T

of T1 time units in the Data period will be mapped into T1 · TSleep
Data
time units during the Sleep period. With this mapping function,
a sender and its intended receiver(s) can uniquely determine the
starting point for data packet transmission in a Sleep period from
the starting time of the corresponding SCH transmission during the
previous Data period, without including even a single bit of timing information in the SCH. Furthermore, the difference between
the mapped beginning and end of the SCH transmission determines
the maximum data transmission time. We can state the following
proposition for DW-MAC:

3.4. Broadcast and Unicast in DW-MAC
DW-MAC supports two modes of operation: unicast traffic and
broadcast traffic.
Broadcast of a data packet in DW-MAC is illustrated in Figure 4.
After successfully transmitting an SCH, a sender (node A) starts
broadcasting the packet at the time calculated based on the mapping
function (Equation 1), T1S in this example. Based on the source address and the sequence number of the packet, which are included in
the SCH, each receiver decides whether it has received the packet
before. In case the packet has already been received by this node,
the SCH is ignored. Otherwise, the receiver sets up a wakeup time
for itself for receiving the corresponding data packet. In this example, node B estimates T1D based on when the SCH is received and
its transmission delay. Using the mapping function, node B sets up
a timer to wake up at T1S after the beginning of the Sleep period.
Note that node B can contend for another SCH transmission and
schedule the rebroadcast of the eventual incoming data packet even
though it has not yet received the packet.
In the case of unicast traffic, a sender transmits an SCH prior
to data transmission as it does for a broadcast packet. However,
DW-MAC requires the intended receiver of the data packet to send
back another SCH, SIFS after the receipt of the SCH, to confirm
the receipt of that SCH. If the confirmation is received in time, the
sender sets up a wakeup time for itself for data transmission. Otherwise, the sender attempts to transmit another SCH later, equivalent
to a retransmission of an RTS. After receipt of a data packet, the
receiver returns an ACK to the sender, SIFS after the completion
of the data. As with the confirmation SCH, if the sender does not
receive the ACK, it attempts to retransmit the data again (begin-

P ROPOSITION: Any receiver that wakes up in a Sleep period is
never in range of two simultaneous data packet transmissions, i.e.,
data transmissions by nodes that wake up during the Sleep period
do not collide at their intended receivers.
P ROOF. We show this by contradiction. Assume that two data
transmissions could collide. In order for data transmissions to collide at a node, they must overlap with each other. Therefore, the
respective SCHs should also overlap at that node during the previous Data period. In this case, that node could not have decoded any
SCH and thus would not wake up during the Sleep period, which
contradicts the assumption.
Note that the proposition only relates to collisions between data
packets. We emphasize that a collision between a data packet and
an ACK is still possible. This collision can be easily avoided by delaying the ACK to the mapped start time of the confirmation SCH
sent from the node that transmits this ACK. However, such dataACK collision is a rare event which requires very specific topology
and timing setup between the nodes involved in the collision. In
our implementation, we require a receiver to immediately acknowledge a data packet, so that both the sender and the receiver could
go to sleep immediately and avoid wasting energy waiting for the
delayed ACK.
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mized forwarding makes it possible for an SCH and thus the corresponding data packet to reach further nodes in a single cycle than
having all rebroadcasting nodes compete for the medium equally.
Although this reduced randomness could increase collision probability, the improved spatial reuse usually offsets this increase or
even lowers total collision probability, as we reveal in our evaluation in Section 4. Many criteria can be used for choosing an immediate forwarder, such as location, degree, or the number of children
nodes of a neighbor. In our DW-MAC simulation, this optimized
forwarding is used when a broadcast tree of a WSN is available
and a node knows its children nodes’ height (the number of edges
on the longest downward path to a leaf). For an SCH to be rebroadcast, if the SCH is received from the parent node, a node chooses
the child with greatest height as the immediate forwarder. If this
SCH is received from one child node, the parent node of the SCH
receiver is chosen as the immediate forwarder.

Figure 6: Optimized multihop forwarding of a unicast packet.
Node B sends an SCH to wake up node C at the time indicated
by T2s and confirms the SCH received from node A.
ning with a new SCH) during a later operational cycle. Figure 5
illustrates how node A transmits a unicast packet to node B.
If a sender has more data packets (either broadcast or unicast)
than it is able to send during one operational cycle, those packets
are simply queued and are attempted during the next cycle.

3.5. Optimized Multihop Forwarding
DW-MAC optimizes the timing of transmitting SCH frames in order to maximize the number of hops either a unicast or a broadcast
packet can traverse during a cycle. Figure 6 illustrates the optimized multihop forwarding of a unicast packet. In this example,
node A first sends an SCH to node B in order to set up a schedule
for a pending data packet with final destination of node C. The SCH
contains the network layer address of the final destination C. Upon
receiving this SCH, node B calculates the wake up time T1S and
checks the network layer destination in the SCH. Based on information from the routing layer (e.g., as is done in RMAC), node B
will find that C is the next hop for the incoming packet. In this
case, node B sends another SCH, SIFS after receiving the SCH
from A. This SCH not only confirms the SCH just received from A
but also wakes up C at the time indicated by T2S (both bits described
in Section 3.3 in the header of the SCH are set, indicating that this
SCH is serving both roles). In this way, a unicast packet can traverse x hops by only using x + 1 SCH frames in a cycle, and the gap
between two consecutive SCHs is just SIFS, which suggests more
SCH exchanges in a Data period and more data transmissions in a
cycle. Multihop forwarding in a similar manner is also supported
by RMAC. However, DW-MAC dramatically reduce the collisions
experienced by RMAC due to schedule conflicts, as DW-MAC ensures that two data frame transmissions will not collide with each
other.
DW-MAC can also speed the propagation of a broadcast packet
when some neighbor information is available. The main idea is to
favor the rebroadcast of a broadcast packet along some path in order to shorten delays between rebroadcasts and to improve spatial
reuse. In the SCH a node transmits, the node specifies an immediate forwarder that rebroadcasts the SCH SIFS after receiving the
SCH. In the example illustrated in Figure 7, node A is specified
as the immediate forwarder by node B. Any node other than the
immediate forwarder (e.g., node C) backoffs before rebroadcasting the SCH. Nodes A and C will specify an immediate forwarder
other than B in the SCH they rebroadcast, respectively. This opti-

3.6. Implementation Issues
We choose to put a packet size limit in our DW-MAC implementation, although DW-MAC can support larger packet sizes by increasing the size of SCH frames, or by using variable SCH frame
sizes for variable packet sizes. This design choice is based on the
fact that popular sensor radios usually have a packet size limit. For
example, CC1000 in Mica2 [13] and CC2420 in MicaZ [17] have
a packet size limit of 256 and 128 bytes, respectively. With a low
duty cycle configuration such as is common (and as is used in our
simulations), a small SCH can be mapped to a period long enough
for these packet limits.
Wake up times calculated at the sender and receiver(s) are not
necessarily perfectly aligned due to propagation delay and processing time. However DW-MAC does not require an accurate estimation of the start of a transmission. DW-MAC needs only to ensure
that a receiver wakes up early enough during a Sleep period so that
an incoming packet is not missed, which can be ensured by wakening a receiver ε time before an estimated arrival time.
In our design of DW-MAC, we currently assume all nodes across
the network are able to synchronize their clocks during the Sync
period. This assumption, however, could be relaxed by only requiring all nodes within different network regions (e.g., clusters)
to synchronize with each other, where the clocks between nodes in
different regions need not be synchronized. Nodes on (or near) the
boundary between one region and another would then need to be
aware of the schedules within each region that they border. Since
DW-MAC is compatible with S-MAC, boundary nodes could also
fall back to using S-MAC.
At extremely low duty cycles, the proportional time for a data
packet based on the size of an SCH frame, as indicated by our
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Table 1: Networking Parameters
Bandwidth
Tx Power
Rx Power
Idle Power
Sleep Power
SIFS
DIFS
Retry Limit
Duty Cycle

20 Kbps
31.2 mW
22.2 mW
22.2 mW
3 μW
5 ms
10 ms
5
5%

Table 2: Duty Cycle Configuration

Channel Encoding Ratio
2
Tx Range
250 m
Carrier Sensing Range
550 m
Contention Window (CW ) 64 ms
Size of RTS/CTS/ACK
10 B
Size of SCH/PION
14 B
Size of Data
100 B
State Transition Power
31.2 mW
State Transition Time
2.47 ms

S-MAC
RMAC
DW-MAC

proportions of the carrier sensing range to the transmission range
are also observed in some state-of-art sensor nodes [1].
In our simulations, we keep the same duty cycle of 5% for SMAC, RMAC, and DW-MAC. The durations for the Sync, Data,
and Sleep periods we used are shown in Table 2. For DW-MAC,
we use the same duty cycle-related parameters that were used in the
evaluation of RMAC in [5] for generating comparable results.
The data packet size used in our simulations was 100 bytes,
although a maximum packet size of 256 bytes is supported by the
CC1000 radios [13] and by the parameters used in our simulations.
To simplify our evaluations, we do not include routing traffic
in the simulations and assume that there is a routing protocol deployed to provide the shortest path between any two nodes. We
also ensure that every network we used in our simulations is a connected network. In addition, we do not include any synchronization
traffic and assume all the nodes in the network have already been
synchronized to use a single wake-up and sleep schedule.
For simulations under unicast traffic, each run contains unicast
packets toward a sink node that are triggered by a series of 500
events, and each average value is calculated from the results of 10
random runs. For simulations under broadcast traffic, each run contains 500 broadcast packets generated by a sink node, and each average value is calculated from the results of 30 random runs. Confidence intervals of the average values are not shown because even
99% confidence intervals are so close to average values that they
overlap with the data point markers.

mapping function (Equation 1), can become unnecessarily long due
to the very large ratio of TData to TSleep . The sender and receiver
nodes, however, are not required to remain awake for entire time
indicated for a data packet. In particular, once the receiver completes receipt of the data packet and has returned the ACK, it may
turn off its radio and go to sleep if desired, saving energy; likewise with the sender, once it receives the ACK. It is also possible
to divide the Sleep period into two smaller periods, such that our
mapping function maps time within the Data period proportionally
only to time within the first portion of the Sleep period; during the
second portion of the Sleep period, all nodes would only sleep. By
choosing the size of these two portions of the Sleep period, the duration of the proportional time for a data packet based on the size of
an SCH can be bounded, regardless of the overall duty cycle. For
example, with duty cycles of a fraction of a percent, nodes could
remain asleep during the entire (long) second portion of the Sleep
period.

4.

TSync (ms) TData (ms) TSleep (ms) Tcycle (ms)
55.2
104.0
3025.8
3185.0
55.2
168.0
4241.8
4465.0
55.2
168.0
4241.8
4465.0

SIMULATION EVALUATION

We evaluated DW-MAC using version 2.29 of the ns-2 simulator,
under both unicast and broadcast traffic. Under unicast traffic, we
compared DW-MAC against S-MAC, S-MAC with adaptive listening, and RMAC. Under broadcast traffic, because broadcast is not
supported in S-MAC with adaptive listening or in RMAC, we compared DW-MAC only against S-MAC, in which a broadcast packet
is transmitted during a Data period without using RTS/CTS [27].
Table 1 summarizes the key networking parameters used in our
simulations. In our simulations, each sensor node has a single
omni-directional antenna, and we use the common ns-2 combined
free space and two-ray ground reflection radio propagation model.
Except for the parameters on radio power consumption above,
which are typical values for Mica2 radios (CC1000) [28], we used
the default settings in the standard S-MAC simulation module distributed with the ns-2.29 package, also used for evaluations of SMAC and RMAC in previous work [5]. The transition time of
the CC1000 radio between sleep and active states is around 2.47
ms [3], but the state transition power is not available in the data
sheet. Although the state transition power is normally much lower
than Tx or Rx power, in order not to favor DW-MAC, which requires more state transitions than S-MAC in this aspect, we set the
state transition power to the same value of Tx power. We observed
similar trends in our results even if the state transition power is 0. In
evaluating power efficiency, we focus on energy consumed by radios but ignore energy consumed by other components such as CPU
and memory [23]. The transmission range and the carrier sensing
range are modeled after the 914MHz Lucent WaveLAN DSSS radio interface, which is not typical for a sensor node, but we use
these parameters to make our results comparable to those reported
in previous work, and since measurements have shown that similar

4.1. Evaluation under Unicast Traffic
We compare DW-MAC with S-MAC, S-MAC with adaptive listening (shown as S-MAC-AL in all figures), and RMAC both in a
49-node (7 × 7) grid network and in random networks.
In the grid network, each node is 200 meters from its neighbors, and the sink node is at the center. Based on a correlated-event
workload [10], we introduce a Random Correlated-Event (RCE)
traffic model to simulate the impulse traffic triggered by spatiallycorrelated events commonly observed in detection and tracking applications. RCE picks a random (x, y) location for each event. If
every node has a sensing range R, only nodes that are within the
circle centered at (x, y) with radius R generate packets to report this
event. We adjust the sensing rage R to simulate different degrees
of workload in a network. In our experiments, a new event is generated once every 200 seconds, and each node having sensed the
event sends one packet to the sink node. We vary R from 100 meters to 500 meters; the average number of packets generated per
event is listed in Table 3. Note that an event triggers at most one
packet when R is 100 meters. The lengths of paths traversed by
these packets range from 1 to 6 hops, and the average is 3.05. In
this way, we explore how efficiently S-MAC, S-MAC with adaptive
listening, RMAC, and DW-MAC handle different degrees of traffic
load. The performance of these protocols for unicast traffic in the
49-node grid network scenarios is shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8(a) shows the average and maximum end-to-end latency
of packets in the RCE model as the sensing range (and thus traffic
load) increases. DW-MAC has a much smaller rate of increase than
do S-MAC and RMAC. When there are around 15 packets gener-
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Figure 8: Performance for unicast traffic in 49-node (7 × 7) grid network scenarios.
retry count, as the node has not received the corresponding data
packet yet, although the node has attempted to reserve the medium
to forward the incoming data packet once. Even with such extra
retransmission attempts, the delivery ratio of RMAC drops more
quickly than that of DW-MAC beyond a 400-meter sensing range,
as retransmissions are not enough to recover the increased collisions due to RMAC’s scheduling conflicts.
Figure 8(c) shows the average energy consumption of nodes
versus sensing ranges in the 49-node grid network scenarios. Under
light workload, when the sensing range is 100 meters, all four MAC
protocols show almost the same power consumption, but when traffic load increases as the sensing range gets larger, average energy
consumption in all protocols except DW-MAC increases quickly
(energy consumption for DW-MAC does increase, but increases
very slowly). When the sensing range is 500 meters, DW-MAC
consumes less than 50% of the energy consumed by S-MAC with
adaptive listening to achieve even lower packet delivery latency.
We also compare S-MAC, S-MAC with adaptive listening,
RMAC, and DW-MAC in 100 random networks, each with 50
nodes randomly located in a 1000 m × 1000 m area. For each network, one random node is chosen as the sink, and the RCE model
with 250-meter sensing range is used to generate 500 events, once
every 200 seconds. We conduct one simulation run for each network, and 3845 packets are generated in each run on average. The
results are plotted in Figure 9. For the same reasons discusses
above, DW-MAC outperforms the other three protocols in delivery
latency, delivery ratio, and energy consumption. Figure 9(a) show
the CDF of end-to-end latency for all packets in all 100 runs. Average end-to-end latency with S-MAC, S-MAC with adaptive listening, RMAC, and DW-MAC are 61.8%, 21.6%, 36.7%, and 15.7%,
respectively. Although adaptive listening greatly reduces end-toend latency for S-MAC, this gain is at the cost of lower delivery
ratio and more energy consumption. Figure 9(b) shows the CDF
of delivery ratios in these 100 runs. The average delivery ratios of
S-MAC, S-MAC with adaptive listening, RMAC, and DW-MAC
are 99.63%, 95.03%, 99.99%, and 99.99%, respectively. The average energy consumptions of the sensors are plotted in Figure 9(c),
where the average values with S-MAC, S-MAC with adaptive listening, RMAC, and DW-MAC are 1.386, 2.666, 1.724, and 1.163
mW, respectively. The trends observed in these random networks
are consistent with those observed in the 49-node grid network.

Table 3: Average number of packets generated for each event
under different sensing ranges in the 49-node grid network
Range (m) 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Packets
0.8 1.7 3.1 4.6 6.4 8.4 10.6 12.9 15.2

ated for each event with the 500-meter sensing range, DW-MAC
reduces average end-to-end delay by around 70% compared to SMAC and RMAC. DW-MAC outperforms S-MAC because DWMAC allows more transmissions in a cycle by using the Sleep period for actual data transmissions. RMAC experiences more delay
than DW-MAC as workload increases, because of increased packet
collisions caused by scheduling conflicts. It is the retransmission
effort to recover these collided packets that results in larger end-toend delay. When the sensing range is 500 meters, the maximum
end-to-end delay with RMAC is 374.95 seconds, which is off the
top of the graph. This extreme delay occurs when a packet generated for one event failed to reach the sink before the next event
happened. Under the light traffic with the 100-meter sensing range,
DW-MAC shows slightly larger delay than RMAC, due to the time
that a received data packet is forwarded to the next hop in multihop
forwarding. In RMAC, a data packet is forwarded immediately,
whereas in DW-MAC, forwarding starts at a later time determined
by the corresponding SCH frame. This extra delay experienced by
DW-MAC, however, is less than the duration of a Sleep period. SMAC with adaptive listening shows slightly larger delay compared
to DW-MAC. This low delay achieved by adaptive listening, however, comes at the cost of lower packet delivery ratio and increased
energy consumption as shown next.
The packet delivery ratios corresponding to Figure 8(a) are
shown in Figure 8(b). DW-MAC maintains close to 100% packet
delivery ratio and outperforms the other protocols across all sensing ranges. The delivery ratio with S-MAC with adaptive listening
drops quickly, since with larger the sensing ranges, more collisions
are caused by transmissions from hidden nodes, as we discussed in
Section 2; in addition, a node may transmit a packet when its intended receiver is in sleep state, further decreasing packet delivery
ratio. DW-MAC and RMAC outperform S-MAC mainly for two
reasons. First, they only transmit short scheduling frames during
a Data period, avoiding collisions between a control frame and a
long data frame. Second, a node does more retransmission attempts
for a data packet in DW-MAC and RMAC. Specifically, a scheduling frame sent by an intermediate node in multihop forwarding
serves both as RTS and as CTS; even if this frame fails to reach
the next-hop neighbor, the intermediate node does not increase its

4.2. Evaluation under Broadcast Traffic
We compared DW-MAC with S-MAC, both in regular grid networks and in random networks, under broadcast traffic.
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Figure 10: Performance for broadcast traffic in grid networks.
In the grid network, the sink node is at the center, and each
node is 200 meters from its neighbors. We vary the grid size from
3 × 3 (9 nodes) to 11 × 11 (121 nodes). The sink node generates
a broadcast packet once every 100 seconds so that transmissions
for one packet complete before the next packet is generated. Due
to space limits, we evaluate DW-MAC under only two categories
of broadcast protocols: simple flooding (all nodes that have received a broadcast packet rebroadcast it exactly once, indicated by
“ALL”) and Connected Dominating Set (CDS) based flooding (only
nodes in a CDS that have received a broadcast packet rebroadcast
it exactly once, indicated by “CDS”). The CDS is formed by the
algorithm by Gandhi et al. [8], with a slight modification to always include the sink node in the CDS; the results for our optimized multihop forwarding for broadcast traffic are indicated by
“DW-MAC CDS-MH.” Note that this CDS algorithm is designed
to minimize broadcast latency, and the resulting CDS is not necessarily an minimum CDS.
Simulation results in grid networks are shown in Figure 10. Figure 10(a) shows end-to-end latency (the time it takes for the last
node to receive a given broadcast packet) with S-MAC and DWMAC. DW-MAC reduces the end-to-end latency by around 50%
over those with S-MAC, as DW-MAC allows more contending
nodes to finish their transmissions in each cycle. When optimized
multihop forwarding is enabled, DW-MAC further reduces end-toend latency, as it increases spatial reuse and reduces delays before a
rebroadcast. An interesting trend is that CDS-based flooding shows
lower latencies than simple flooding with S-MAC but shows the reverse with DW-MAC. The reason lies in the combination of CDS
formation, grid topologies, and duty cycle configuration in our simulation. First, a CDS formed is not necessarily an MCDS. Second,
a CDS node may experience more latency before rebroadcasting

a packet than does a non-CDS node with DW-MAC, due to defers caused by undecodable frames. When a node fails to decode
a received a packet, it defers for some time (such as EIFS in IEEE
802.11) to avoid interrupting ongoing transmission. Since this defer is much shorter than a Sleep period in our simulations, all neighboring nodes still compete for the medium fairly at the beginning
of the next cycle with S-MAC. With DW-MAC, however, it is possible that a node is ready to rebroadcast a packet before its defer
timer expires, as multiple SCHs can be transmitted during a Data
period. A CDS node that defers could be slower in rebroadcasting
a packet compared to a non-CDS node that does not defer, resulting
in lower latency for DW-MAC All than for DW-MAC CDS. However, DW-MAC still reduces end-to-end latency by around 40% for
CDS-based flooding compared to those with S-MAC.
Figure 10(b) shows the delivery ratios (the percent of broadcast
packets that are successfully received by all nodes in a network)
of flooding in the grid networks. Because of the increased redundancy in simple flooding, S-MAC and DW-MAC achieve higher
delivery ratio than CDS-based flooding. In simple flooding, DWMAC outperforms S-MAC, since the use of (short) SCH frames
instead of long data packets during contention helps to avoid collisions. However, when CDS-based flooding is used, DW-MAC
sometimes shows lower delivery ratios than does S-MAC, mainly
due to the special grid topology and selection of CDS as discussed
before. Looking at the results in random networks (Figure 11(b)),
on average, DW-MAC shows better delivery ratios than S-MAC
when CDS-based flooding is used. With improved spatial reuse
when optimized multihop forwarding is used, DW-MAC achieves
higher delivery ratios than does S-MAC in CDS-based flooding.
Average energy consumption in the grid networks, calculated as
we did in evaluations under unicast traffic, is shown in Figure 10(c).
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Figure 11: Performance for broadcast traffic in 50-node networks.
MAC to achieve low delivery latency under dynamic traffic loads.
The scheduling algorithm in DW-MAC integrates scheduling and
access control to maintain a proportional one-to-one mapping function between a Data period and the subsequent Sleep period, which
minimizes scheduling overhead while ensuring that data transmissions do not collide at their intended receivers.
We compared DW-MAC with S-MAC (with and without adaptive listening) and with RMAC through extensive simulations. We
found that DW-MAC outperforms these protocols, with lower latency, higher power efficiency, and higher packet delivery ratios,
and with increasing benefits as traffic load increases. For example,
under high unicast traffic load, DW-MAC reduces delivery latency
by 70% compared to S-MAC and RMAC, and uses only 50% of
the energy consumed with S-MAC with adaptive listening. Under
broadcast traffic, DW-MAC reduces latency by more than 50% on
average, always reducing energy consumption by more than 15%.
In addition, DW-MAC improves packet delivery ratios under all
scenarios in our simulations.

The interval between traffic bursts is changed from 200 seconds to
100 seconds to show the differences among protocols more clearly.
DW-MAC reduces average energy consumption over S-MAC by
about 26% under simple flooding and by about 18% under CDSbased flooding. DW-MAC achieves these savings by not overhearing data transmissions. In DW-MAC, a node only attempts to receive an incoming packet after receiving an SCH that indicates the
packet has not been received. Simple flooding consumes more energy because of more rebroadcasts. Whether or not the optimized
multihop forwarding is used, a flooding results in the same number of transmissions, so this optimization does not affect energy
consumption much.
Finally, we compare these broadcast protocols in 100 random
networks, the same networks used for evaluations under unicast
traffic. The sink in each network generates 500 broadcast packets
in each run, one packet every 100 seconds. Figure 11(a) shows the
CDF of end-to-end latency for all packets in the 100 runs. All DWMAC based broadcast protocols show much smaller end-to-end latency than those based on S-MAC. The average end-to-end latency
for S-MAC ALL, S-MAC CDS, DW-MAC ALL, DW-MAC CDS
and DW-MAC CDS-MH are 49.1, 34.8, 24.2, 20.8, and 16.0 seconds, respectively. On average, end-to-end latency is reduced by
more than 50% both in simple flooding and in CDS-based flooding. Unlike the results in grid networks, DW-MAC shows lower
average end-to-end latency in CDS-based flooding than those in
simple flooding, because the speedup gained by fast propagation
along CDS nodes is often greater than the slowdown caused by
defers in these networks. For these 100 runs, the CDF of delivery ratios is shown in Figure 11(b), and the CDF of average energy consumption is shown in Figure 11(c). S-MAC ALL, S-MAC
CDS, DW-MAC ALL, DW-MAC CDS, and DW-MAC CDS-MH,
respectively, show average delivery ratios of 98.6%, 92.1%, 99.0%,
95.0% and 96.4% and average energy consumption of 1.785, 1.355,
1.288, 1,185, and 1.183 mW. The difference in energy consumption
between DW-MAC CDS and DW-MAC CDS-MH is almost invisible because the optimized multihop forwarding does not affect the
number of data transmissions much. Overall, DW-MAC achieves
lower end-to-end delays, higher delivery ratios, and more energy
savings for broadcast traffic in these random networks.
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